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Overall Topology

Conference Room Computer
- Conference mic
- Room speakers
- Camera
- Projector

Presenter Laptop
- Screen share
- Can see/participate in chat
- No audio!

Remote Participants
Instructions on table in each room
Step-by-step...

Step 1: Touch screen on wall:
Turn on projector/TV, show Mac Mini on screen
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Watch out for these!
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Step 2: From wireless keyboard/mouse (on table):
   Computer should auto-login... if not, use Guest account
   Start Zoom, join meeting.
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Join Meeting

Meeting ID or Personal Link Name
Guest

Enter Meeting Passcode

Meeting Passcode
Step-by-step...

Step 2: From wireless keyboard/mouse (on table):
Computer should auto-login... if not, use Guest account
Start Zoom, join meeting.

Hint!
Step 3: From wireless keyboard/mouse (on table):
Join video (camera) and audio in Zoom.
Be sure this computer isn’t muted on the call.
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Step 4: On presenter laptop:
Start Zoom, join meeting.
**Do not join audio!**
Activate screen sharing.
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Step 4: On presenter laptop:
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Hints

Please don’t touch the camera lens -- it’s very fragile. If it’s very blurry, try unplugging and reconnecting the power cable.
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Watch out for the capacitive buttons on the edge of the mic. They’ll mute it. (ring will turn red) - Just tap again to unmute!
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Please don’t touch the camera lens -- it’s very fragile. If it’s very blurry, try unplugging and reconnecting the power cable.

Watch out for the capacitive buttons on the edge of the mic. They’ll mute it. (ring will turn red) - Just tap again to unmute!

Trouble with WiFi for the presenter laptop? It drives me crazy too. If you have an Ethernet port+cable, plug your laptop into this switch on the tabletop a wired link!
When you’re done...

- Please log out/reboot the Mac... you don’t want anyone else using your account!

- Please turn off the projector.
Trouble?

- We’re in Crerar 357 (or sometimes Crerar 259).
- E-mail av@cs.uchicago.edu
- We’re always monitoring #help-desk on the CS Discord. (Try there after-hours, as there’s a lot we can do to help remotely!)
Questions? Suggestions? Complaints?

av@cs.uchicago.edu

Slides at:
https://people.cs.uchicago.edu/~tdobes/phd_zoom_slides.pdf